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Introduction 
In accordance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA), Article 30, Section 9, Schools 
and worksites shall participate in the leave sharing program available for use by Contract 
Education employees in the bargaining unit represented by the Federation of Indian Service 
Employees (FISE or Union.) This policy and procedure guidance for Sick Leave Bank 
Committees will become effective on February 1, 2015, and will be in effect until altered, 
amended, replaced or otherwise superseded. This is intended to replace the agreement in effect 
since 1992 between the Union and Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) management concerning 
the sick leave bank which was incorporated into the CBA presently in effect between the parties.  
Terms in this document referring to the masculine gender include the feminine, and terms in the 
feminine gender include the masculine.  

Purpose 
The purpose of the sick leave bank is to provide additional leave for the Bargaining Unit 
Employees (Members) who have depleted his leave and needing additional sick leave due to 
unforeseeable/extended illness/injury of self, an employee’s pregnancy or the serious health 
condition of such an employee, as defined by the Family and Medical Leave Act. 

Definitions 
Administrative Leave Contribution:  Two hours of administrative leave will be contributed to the 
bank for every member during the pay period after their membership starts.  It will be 
contributed every year based on the date on which their contract begins. 

Membership:  Every school year contract (CY) employee in BUS Code 1012 will automatically 
have a Membership Record created at the beginning of a contract for each year effective August 
1, 2012, and thereafter. Yearlong employees who donate into the leave bank will also be 
considered as members.   The record will remain open until it is ended.  The record will be 
automatically shut down upon the employee’s separation, retirement, death, or if they do not 
return for a subsequent contract term.  

Personal Leave Contribution:  Two hours of personal leave will be taken from CY employees 
every year he or she is a member and have contributed to their work site leave bank. This will 
occur annually during the pay period after their membership record has begun. 

Workday: Monday through Friday 7:30 am to 4:30 pm, local time and excludes holidays and/or 
designated holidays. 
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Policy 
The worksite leave bank will annually receive two (2) hours from each bargaining unit 
employee’s personal leave. Management will donate two (2) hours of administrative leave per 
employee at each worksite for a total of four (4) hours each year, on the first day of the school 
term. The leave will be available for withdrawal on a first come, first served basis based upon the 
date and time an application for sick leave is submitted to the committee. Applications may be 
submitted digitally (preferred) or via hard copy.  

The sick leave bank committee will be comprised of three committee members, two 
representatives from the union and one representative from management. Each committee 
position will be a three year staggered appointment, with the exception of the terms for the first 
appointment. The union’s first appointments will be 1 and 2 years and management’s first 
appointment will be 3 years. This committee will designate a regular meeting time to review the 
submitted applications.  If a committee member is absent from the work place, the two remaining 
committee members will constitute a quorum. The committee’s responsibilities include 
reviewing, approving and/or disapproving applications, monitoring the amount of leave in the 
sick leave bank, maintaining an accurate record of sick leave donations and allocations, and the 
number of applications submitted/received, and maintaining an adequate amount of sick leave in 
the bank to the extent possible. Applicants will be notified of the decisions in writing within five 
(5) work days from the date the application is received.  

If the sick leave from the sick leave bank is not used within 6 pay periods, the hours will be 
returned to the bank. Sick leave may not be borrowed, contributed to or otherwise transferred 
between sick leave banks at different worksites or between donor and recipient. Any unused sick 
leave remaining in the sick leave bank will carry over from year to year.  

There will only be one sick leave bank at each worksite and one sick leave bank committee for 
each sick leave bank.  Sick leave and the sick leave bank’s authority do not extend beyond an 
individual worksite. 

Sick leave shall accrue to the credit of a sick leave recipient using sick leave withdrawn from the 
sick leave bank at the same rate as if the employee were then in paid leave status. The maximum 
amount of sick leave that may be accrued by a sick leave bank recipient may not exceed 40 
hours. (Or in the case of a part-time employee or an employee with an uncommon tour of duty, 
the average number of hours in the employee’s weekly tour of duty.) If the sick leave recipient’s 
injury or illness terminates, no sick leave will be credited to the employee under this section.  

The committee chair will generally be responsible for liaison with servicing payroll and human 
resources officials.  

An employee may not directly or indirectly intimidate, threaten, coerce,  attempt to intimidate, 
threaten, or coerce any other employee for the purpose of interfering with any right such 
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employee may have with respect to freely choose to contribute or not contribute to the sick leave 
bank. 

Establishing a Sick Leave Bank Committee 
A sick leave bank committee must be formed at each worksite with bargaining unit employees. 
For the sick leave bank to be in effect a committee must be formed and operational. If a 
committee is not in place at an individual work site, the site manager or principal should contact 
the national Union office to ascertain the identities of the committee members. If the terms of 
committee members have expired the manager can work with the union representative to obtain 
new committee members and/or appoint a member to represent management’s position. 

The committees shall follow uniform procedures for the conduct of their meetings, such as 
Roberts’ rules of order. This must include the recording and keeping of meeting minutes to 
document the decisions made by the committee. Each committee shall allocate leave to eligible 
members in accordance with uniform non-discriminatory procedures established by the 
committee and which conform to those set forth in the collective bargaining agreement (CBA).  

The worksite manager must identify to the union the committee member being nominated.  

Among its duties, the Committee will: 

(1) Establish uniform internal decision making procedures at each worksite. 
 

(2) Review, approve and disapprove applications. 
 
(3) Monitor leave in the bank (via QuickTime timekeeping application), the number 

of applications, and the number of recipients approved and disapproved. 
 
(4) Maintain an adequate amount of sick leave in the bank, to the extent possible, for 

the recipients approved. 
 
(5) Maintain an accurate record of sick leave donations and distributions.  

Sick leave may not be borrowed, contributed to, or otherwise transferred between sick leave 
banks or between donors and recipients.  There will be no more than one sick leave bank 
established for bargaining unit employees per work site. The authority of the sick leave bank 
committee does not extend beyond the boundaries of the worksite.  
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Procedure 
All applicants must submit their application for sick leave to the sick leave bank committee who 
will in turn submit a copy to the immediate supervisor.  

Committee:  
The committee will be responsible for reviewing, approving and/disapproving submitted 
applications, monitoring the status of each recipient’s injury or illness, monitoring the leave in 
the bank and recording the number of applications received, striving to maintain an adequate 
amount of sick leave in the bank to the extent possible, and maintaining an accurate record of 
sick leave donations and allocations.  

Eligibility: All contract educators within the bargaining unit on a school year contract are 
members and eligible to apply for the sick leave bank. The applicant must have depleted all 
accrued leave, including sick, personal, vacation, and annual leave, as applicable, to apply for 
and receive hours from the sick leave bank.  

Types of Sick Leave: Categories for the types of leave available are as follows:   

(1) Leave for short term injury/illness (less than three (3) weeks.) Eligible 
employees will receive up to twenty (20) hours of sick leave during each six-
month interval for short-term injury or illness. 
 

(2) Leave for long term injury/illness. Eligible employees will receive forty (40) 
hours of sick leave for every three (3) weeks incapacitated due to a long term 
injury or illness. 
 

(3) Leave for Maternity. Employees absent for normal maternity shall be eligible to 
receive forty (40) hours of sick leave upon exhaustion of sick, school vacation, 
and personal leave. 

Leave Bank Hours: The hours donated from the Employer’s and employees’ contributions to 
the worksite leave bank. Employees who transfer from one BIE worksite to another do not have 
their contributions transferred too. However, such employees will not need to have additional 
contributions deducted during the term of his or her contract if such a transfer is affected in order 
to be a member at the new worksite.   

Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) requirements do apply when FMLA-eligible employees 
are requesting sick leave from the sick leave bank and fall within the ambit of the FMLA. 
(Article 30, Section 10) In those circumstances, the employee will be required to provide 
information in accordance with the FMLA. This will substitute for information otherwise 
required by the leave bank application.  

A Bargaining Unit Member may donate sick leave to the sick leave bank at any time. A Sick 
Leave Bank Donor may donate a maximum of 120 hours. Any portion of the sick leave donated 
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by an individual will remain in the bank to be used by other qualified applicants, as determined 
by the sick leave bank committee. 

Becoming a Leave Bank Recipient 
To become a leave bank recipient a member must submit an application, as noted in appendix 1 
of this document. That application indicates that the recipient should identify his/her social 
security number and date of birth in addition to the surname, first name, and middle initial. The 
committee shall only require the date of birth and the last 4 digits of the applicant’s social 
security number, if there are multiple employees at the worksite with the same first name, last 
name, and middle initial of the applicant. 

The applicant submits the application to the sick leave bank committee. The committee will 
consult with the timekeeper or supervisor to ascertain the applicant’s leave balance eligibility. To 
be eligible for leave donations from the sick leave bank, a member must exhaust accrued sick 
leave, personal leave, annual leave, and vacation leave, as applicable, during the pay period an 
application is submitted or already have exhausted such leave. If the applicant has not properly 
completed the form or additional information is necessary, the Committee shall return the 
document to the employee and identify the additional information which is needed. This should 
also occur within five (5) workdays. The Committee will be provided an additional five (5) 
workdays to make a determination after a complete application is returned to them.  The 
committee will review the application based on the locally established criteria for approval or 
disapproval of an application and base their decision solely upon the information provided in or 
with the application.  

Within five (5) workdays following the date a complete application is received, the committee 
will inform the applicant in writing whether the request has been approved or disapproved. 
Disapproved applications will be in writing and identify the reason(s) for disapproval. Written 
notice may be accomplished through use of the leave bank application. Disapproval of an 
application is excluded from the grievance process by agreement between the parties. If the 
application is approved or disapproved, the applicant, his supervisor, and the timekeeper will be 
informed of the decision. This will be accomplished by providing those individuals with a copy 
of the decision from the leave bank committee. Medical information should be redacted from 
those copies provided to the timekeeper. The approval document will indicate the number of 
hours being allocated to the applicant from the leave bank committee. This will be based upon 
the information provided by the applicant at the time the application is submitted. The applicant 
will be responsible for keeping the supervisor informed of his status during the absence from 
duty, including any changes from the estimated duration of the absence/illness, if applicable. 
Normal absence reporting procedures will apply during the applicant’s absence.  

Leave Bank recipients may not transfer leave donated to them from the leave bank to other 
employees. The distribution of leave from the sick leave bank may only be accomplished 
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through decisions of the committee.  The application form is in digital format and can be 
completed entirely in electronic format, including digital signatures. The committees shall 
encourage the completion of the application in electronic format. This will assist the committee 
in maintaining the records in a more secure manner.  

Eligibility is defined in the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) at Article 30 section 9, 
subsection D, as follows: 

An injury or illness is defined as long term if it incapacitates the employee for three 
(3) or more weeks. 
 

(1) Leave for Short Term (less than three weeks) Injury/Illness. 
Eligible employees will receive up to twenty (20) hours of sick 
leave during each six-month interval for non-long term injury or 
illness. 

(2) Leave for Long Term Injury/Illness. Eligible employees will 
receive forty (40) hours of sick leave for every three weeks 
incapacitated due to a long term injury or illness. 

(3) Sick Leave Bank for Maternity. Employees absent for normal 
maternity shall be eligible to receive forty (40) hours of sick leave 
upon exhaustion of sick, school vacation, and personal leave. 
Employees who have complications associated with maternity 
may also meet the eligibility requirements for leave for long term 
illness or injury, if the complications would incapacitate the 
employee for more than three weeks. In those circumstances, the 
employee would eligible under paragraph 2 above concerning 
long term illness.  

(4) Use. Leave will be available for withdrawal on a first come, first 
served basis. 

Donating to the Sick Leave Bank 
Only bargaining unit contract education employees may donate to the sick leave bank.  
Individual donors may donate no more than one hundred twenty (120) hours during the course of 
a contract year. An application must be submitted to become a donor to the leave bank. Donors 
must complete the Application to Donate Leave attached to this document in appendix 2. The 
donor submits the request to the Committee. The Committee reviews the application to 
determine if the applicant may become a donor and based on the established criteria for approval 
or denial of an application, notifies the applicant in writing within 5 workdays following the date 
it is received. The application should be approved unless any of the following conditions apply: 

(1) The employee is outside of the bargaining unit.  

(2)  The employee is not a contract education employee. 
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(3)  The employee’s position of record is domiciled at a separate work site.  

(4)  The employee’s donation was coerced, involuntary, or otherwise not 
freely offered. 

(5)  The employee has already donated the maximum amount permissible.  

If the Committee determines that any one of these conditions are present, it shall disapprove the 
request in writing and identify to the applicant why the donation is disapproved. If the employee 
has not yet reached the maximum donation amount, the Committee shall approve the application 
up to the maximum number of hours and explain that to the donor, in writing.  

The Committee must respond to the applicant, in writing, within five (5) work days whether or 
not the donation has been approved. Approved applications will be submitted to the timekeeper 
who will process the action using the appropriate QuickTime timekeeping code. 

Once donations have been approved by the Committee and transferred to the leave bank, the 
decision is irrevocable and the hours shall not be returned to the donor.  

Committee Members 
Committee members are responsible for establishing uniform non-discriminatory procedures to 
be applied at the work site at which they work. Committee members must act promptly and 
appropriately when deciding whether or not to approve applications to become donors and/or 
recipients.  

Committee members must decide whether to approve or disapprove requests to become a 
recipient based solely on the information provided by the applicant. Committee members shall 
approve or disapprove requests to donate leave based solely on the criteria set forth herein.  

Committee members will work with the Business Technician, Business Manager or whoever 
normally works with BIE human resources to process personnel actions (HR Liaison). That 
individual will be responsible for processing commands required in the Federal 
Personnel/Payroll System (FPPS) as identified by the Interior Business Center (IBC) in 
Appendix 3.  

Committee members are responsible for monitoring the leave balance available in the sick leave 
bank, for accepting leave contributed by donors, and for tracking leave allocated to approved 
recipients. Committee members are able to view the records of the sick leave bank. However, 
donations to or distribution from the bank is accomplished via the HR Liaison based upon 
actions taken by the Committee.  The HR Liaison will assist the Committee by providing reports 
to them, when requested, concerning balances maintained in the worksite sick leave bank. All 
donations to or distribution from the bank shall only be accomplished though the electronic 
medium established for that purpose by IBC.  
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Timekeepers 
Timekeepers will record recipients’ leave in accordance with the instructions received from the 
sick leave bank committee. The hours will be recorded using only the leave codes established by 
the IBC. Timekeepers shall not charge leave as distributed from the sick leave bank except as 
specifically authorized by the committee. 

Business Technician/HR Liaison 
The work site Business Manager shall identify a Business Technician to interact with the sick 
leave bank committee, the timekeeper, and IBC, as necessary and act as the HR Liaison, as noted 
above. This person will be able to view balances in the bank and to produce reports for the 
committee, if requested. The HR Liaison will not make decisions concerning requests to donate 
or receive leave; however, the HR Liaison will be responsible for implementing within FPPS the 
decisions of the sick leave bank committee to allocate donated leave or to make other changes, as 
necessary.  

Recordkeeping and Safeguarding of Information 
Committee members are responsible for appropriately safeguarding information they receive 
based on their committee membership and must not divulge medical information or other 
Privacy Act protected information to those without a cognizable need to know such information. 
Committee members are responsible for advising the appropriate timekeeper of their decisions 
concerning allocation of leave from the bank and approval of donations to the bank, in order for 
the correct collection and allocation of leave to occur. Any medical information submitted to the 
committee shall be safeguarded as medical records, such as:  

(1)  Such records must be maintained in a locked file cabinet with access 
permitted only to those with a legitimate need to know.  

(2)  Each applicant will have a separate file created for them, by name. 
Included in the file will be:  

a) The application; 
 

b) The supporting documentation submitted with the application; 

 

 
c) The committee’s decision about the application and; 

 
d)  Any instructions provided to the timekeeper.  
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(3) Each file will also have a record established for each time the file is 
accessed. This will include: 

a) The name and title of the person accessing the file,  

b) The date and time it was accessed, and; 

c) The reason(s) for accessing the file.  

(4 ) Digital records are an alternative to hard copy files and if utilized will be 
password protected.  
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Application to Receive Leave from the Worksite Sick Leave Bank 


Applicant’s Name (Last First & Middle) 
 
 


Last 4 digits of SSN Date of Birth 


Position title & pay plan (CE or CY) Do you sign an annual 
employment contract?       
Yes                           No             


Are you a bargaining unit 
employee?                         
Yes                       No 


    


Are you affected by a 
medical emergency?        


Is the leave requested due to 
the health condition of an 
immediate family member? If 
yes, employee is ineligible. 
Yes                         No 


Is the employee’s illness/injury long term 
or short term (3 weeks or less)? 
 
 
Long term                    Short term 


Date 
emergency 
began 


Yes No 
       


General nature and severity of emergency. (May attach documentation from health care provider 
identifying relevant medical information.) 
 
 
 
 


Estimated duration of 
medical emergency 
 
 


Current sick leave balance 
 


Current personal leave 
balance 
 


Annual leave balance (if 
applicable.) 


Hours of leave without pay 
used for this emergency. 
 
 


Name of person completing application  Relationship to applicant (If 
not the applicant.) 


Telephone number 
 
 
 


Signature of applicant or individual completing on behalf of the applicant.  
 
 
 


Date signed 


Privacy Act Statement:  Participation in this program is voluntary  The information collected on this form will be used to administer pay and leave provisions 
pursuant to, the 62 BIAM 11 and collective bargaining agreements, as applicable  Your information may be disclosed as follows: in relevant legal proceedings, to law 
enforcement, if requested; to entities under contract with the Department or Bureau to perform audits; to labor organizations as required by law; and to the EEOC, 
MSPB, OWCP, Office of Special Counsel or Government Accounting Office  Furnishing the social security number and date of birth is voluntary; however, failure to 
disclose that information may delay or prevent action on this application  
Committee use only: 
 


Approved Disapproved Date Received 
 
 


Date of action 


Number of hours approved 
  
 


  


Reason(s) for denial: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature of Committee members 
Member 1 
 
 
 


Member 2 Member 3 


HR Liaison  
 
 
 


Timekeeper initials 
 
 


Date 
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		Applicants Name Last First  Middle: 

		Last 4 digits of SSN: 

		Date of Birth: 

		Position title  pay plan CE or CY: 

		Telephone number: 

		checkbox no I am not affected by a medical emergency: Off

		Check if leave is to care for a family member: Off

		Check if leave is not to care for a family member: Off

		Check if you do not sign an annual employment contract: Off

		Check if you are a bargaining unit employee: Off

		check if you are not a bargaining unit employee: Off

		check if you are affected by a medical emergency: Off

		Check if leave is needed for longer than 3 weeks: Off

		Check if leave is for 3 weeks or less: Off

		Enter date emergency began: 

		Identify the nature of the emergency: 

		Estimated duration of emergency: 

		Enter your Current sick leave balance: 

		Enter your Personal leave balance: 

		Enter your current annual leave balance: 

		Enter the number of leave without pay hours used for this emergency: 

		Enter the name of the Person completing application: 

		If not the applicant, identify the Relationship to applicant: 

		Enter the Date signed: 

		Enter the Number of hours approved: 

		Check if leave is approved: Off

		Check if leave is disapproved: Off

		Enter Date Received by committee: 

		Enter the date the committee acted upon the application: 

		Enter the resaons for denying the application, if applicable: 

		Timekeeper initial here: 

		Enter the date initialled by the timekeeper: 

		Check if you sign an annual employment contract: Off
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Leave Bank 
 


 


A Leave Bank has been created for the Bureau of Indian Affairs employees in Dept/Bureau 


IN06, Pay Plans CE/CY, and Bargaining Unit Status (BUS) Code 1012 to participate for medical 


self or family emergency usage.   


 


There have been 84 separate Leave Banks created, one for each school.   


 


There are five commands for the Leave Bank with pay codes for Leave Bank usage. 


 


 Commands  
These commands are for leave administrator access for each school.   


Each school is responsible for maintaining their own Leave Banks through these commands. 


 


Commands  Description 


 


LBIN Initiate Leave Bank 


LBCG  Change Leave Bank 


LBIA Initiate Leave Bank Adjustment 


LBCA Change Leave Bank Adjustment 


LBVW View Leave Bank Hours 


     


 Tables 


Leave Bank Identifier Table  
This table is created and maintained for each Leave Bank with specific agency requirements by 


PPSD.  This must be created before the agencies add Leave Bank security (LB1) for their 


employee access. 


 
  03/09/13           ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **             PT394M2  


  10:06:59                 * LEAVE BANK IDENTIFIER *                    PT394P2  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


  DEPT: IN       LEAVE BANK IDENTIFIER: BI04    OFFICE ID: IN06DDBI01            


  DESCRIPTION: CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE SCHOOL LEAVE BANK________                    


  EFFECTIVE DATE: 02 / 23 / 13        ENDING EFFECTIVE DATE: 99 / 99 / 99        


                                                                                 


  LEAVE CONTRIBUTION: SCD < 3:  2 ; SCD = 3 < 15:  2 ; SCD > 15:  2              


  CONTRIBUTION FREQUENCY: 5                                                      


  CONTRIBUTION PAY PERIOD(S): ____ ; ____ ; ____ ; ____ (N/A To BIE)                        


  BALANCE WARNING HOURS: _____ ; _____ ; _____                                   


  EMAIL NOTIFICATION: YES/NO:  N                                                 


  RECIPIENT MINIMUM HOURS/MINUTES ALLOCATED    :    1.00  PART-TIME  0 % OF TOD 


  RECIPIENT YEARLY MAXIMUM HOURS/MINUTES USED  :   24.00                         


  RECIPIENT LIFETIME MAXIMUM HOURS/MINUTES USED:                                 


  LEAVE TYPE DONATED: AL: _  RL: _  CL: _  SL: X   NON-MEMBER DONATION: N        


                                                   ADMIN CONTRIBUTION :  2       


  AUTO SHUTDOWN: YES/NO: N                         MASS CHANGE        : N        


  FT ADVANCE LEAVE: YES/NO: N         PT ADVANCE LEAVE: YES/NO: N                


                                                                                 


                                                                                 


 Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 


 NEXT              ESC   MAIN                                            EXIT    


Appendix 3
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Field Definition 


 


Department The Leave Bank agency - IN 


 


Leave Bank Identifier A 4 digit abbreviation for the Leave Bank – BI## 


There are 84 Leave Banks:  BI01 – BI84 


 


Office ID Department, Bureau, Sub bureau, and Leave Bank ID 


(This field is system generated.) 


 


Leave Contribution The employee’s leave category or whatever the agency 


chooses to take for the Personal Leave Contribution each year 


for membership.  This contribution is withheld from the 


employee’s available personal leave balance one pay period 


every year for CY employees.  No leave will be taken from CE 


employees. 


 


Contribution Frequency The pay period the Personal Leave Contribution will be taken 


each year from the member for CY employees. 


 


Contribution Pay Periods 


 


Not Applicable for BIE 


 


Balance Warning Hours The agency will get a warning error message in LBVW when 


their Leave Bank Balance is below these hours and on the 


Leave Bank Error Report 


 


Email Notification Notification by email to the agency point of contact for the 


Leave Bank Balance warning hours 


 


Recipient Minimum 


Hours/Minutes Allocated 


The minimum hours a full time recipient may get for an 


emergency is 1 hour and for a part time recipient is 0 percent 


of their tour of duty 


 


Recipient Yearly Maximum 


Hours/Minutes Used 


The maximum hours a recipient may be allocated to use for an 


emergency per leave year 


 


Recipient Lifetime Maximum 


Hours/Minutes Used 


The maximum hours a recipient may be allocated to use for an 


emergency per lifetime with the agency 


 


Leave Type Donated The type of leave that a donor may voluntarily donate 


Sick leave is the only type of leave CE/CY employees may 


donate 


 


Non-Member Donation The allowance of non-members to donate to the Leave Bank 
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BIA does not allow non-members to donate to the bank 


 


Admin Contribution The Administrative Leave Contribution credited to the bank in 


addition to the Personal Leave Contribution for membership 


for each employee working for the school year 


 


Mass Change The Mass Initiate/Change Command usage for membership 


and donations.  Note:  BIA does not have this command. 


 


Auto Shutdown The shut down of open member records if the member does 


not have enough personal leave for their contribution in the 


specified pay period 


 


FT Advance Leave The advancement of personal leave for a full time member that 


does not have enough personal leave for their contribution in 


the specified pay period 


 


Note:  CY employees are already advanced leave at the 


beginning of the contract so they will not be advanced any 


more hours. 


 


PT Advance Leave The advancement of personal leave for a part time member 


that does not have enough personal leave for their contribution 


in the specified pay period.   


 


Note:  If these fields are ‘Y’ for yes, the Auto Shutdown field 


must be ‘N’ 


 


Note:  CY employees are already advanced leave at the 


beginning of the contract so they will not be advanced any 


more hours. 
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Leave Bank Contribution Frequency Table  
Contribution Frequency 5 has been created for BIA CY Employees for personal leave.   


This table is maintained by PPSD. 
  03/09/13           ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **             PT100M1  


  10:16:53         * LEAVE BANK CONTRIBUTION FREQUENCY LIST *           PT100P1  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


  START LIST FROM:  CODE _ OR DESC ______________________________                


  TYPE ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTION CODES:                                


  V=VIEW                                                                         


                                                                                 


 ACT  CODE  DESCRIPTION                                                          


  _     1   ANNUAL LEAVE DEDUCTED FIRST PAY PERIOD IN LEAVE YEAR                 


  _     2   ANNUAL LEAVE DEDUCTED LAST PAY PERIOD IN THE LEAVE YEAR              


  _     3   ANNUAL LEAVE DEDUCTED SECOND TO LAST PAY PERIOD IN THE LEAVE YEAR    


  _     4   ANNUAL LEAVE DEDUCTED IN RANDOM PAY PERIODS IN THE LEAVE YEAR        


  _     5   PERSONAL LEAVE DEDUCTED THE PAY PERIOD AFTER CONTRACT BEGIN DATE     


                                                                                 


 


Leave Bank Eligibility Table  
This table was created to define eligibility by BUS Code and Organization Codes.   


This table is maintained by PPSD. 
  03/09/13           ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **             PT396M2  


  10:42:29                 * LEAVE BANK ELIGIBILITY *                   PT396P2  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


  COMPLETE ALL WHITE REQUIRED FIELDS                                             


  LEAVE BANK IDENTIFIER: BI07 ?  CHEMAWA INDIAN SCHOOL LEAVE BANK                    


  EFFECTIVE DATE: 08 / 01 / 12        ENDING EFFECTIVE DATE: 99 / 99 / 99        


                                                                                 


  BUR: 06 ?                                                                      


  HELP IS AVAILABLE IN ALL THE BUS/ORG-CD FIELDS ACROSS IN THE LINE BELOW        


  BUS: 1012                     ORG CD: D02P02_____ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                        ___________ ___________ ___________      


                                                                                 


 Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 


 NEXT              ESC   MAIN                                            EXIT    


 


 


Field Definition 


 


Leave Bank Identifier The 4 digit code for the bank and the name: 


BI01 – BI84 


Effective Date The effective date of the bank entry 


Ending Effective Date The end date of the bank entry 


BUR The bureau applicable for the bank 


BUS The Bargaining Unit Status Code eligible for the bank 


ORG CD The Organization Code eligible for the bank 


Allows up to 33 codes 
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 New Pay Codes 


 


T&A/One Time Adjustment (OTA) Pay Codes 


Pay Code Description Occurrence 


 


LF1 Leave Bank - Family Medical - Used - Occurrence 1   (F1) 


LF2 Leave Bank - Family Medical - Used - Occurrence 2 (F2) 


LM1 Leave Bank - Self Medical - Used - Occurrence 1 (M1) 


LM2 Leave Bank - Self Medical - Used - Occurrence 2 (M2) 


LBF Leave Bank/FMLA - Family Medical - Used - Occurrence 1 (F1) 


LBG Leave Bank/FMLA - Family Medical - Used - Occurrence 2  (F2) 


LBS Leave Bank/FMLA - Self Medical - Used - Occurrence 1 (M1) 


LBH Leave Bank/FMLA - Self Medical - Used - Occurrence 2 (M2) 


LBL Leave Bank/FMLA – Adopt – Used - Occurrence 1  (F1) 


LBM Leave Bank/FMLA – Adopt – Used - Occurrence 2 (F2) 


LBN Leave Bank/FMLA – Birth – Used - Occurrence 1 (M1) 


LBO Leave Bank/FMLA – Birth – Used - Occurrence 2 (M2) 


 


OTA Pay Codes Only (POD Use Only) 


Pay Code Description 


 


03G Leave Bank - Sick Leave Donated 


21H Leave Bank - Personal Leave Contribution 


LBE Leave Bank Allocated (From Bank to Recipient) 


LB1 Leave Bank Returned 


 


Leave Bank Adjustment Pay Codes for commands LBIA/LBCA only 


Pay Code Description 


 


To/From 


LBA Leave Bank Allocated To Recipient From Leave Bank   


LBC Leave Bank Contributed – Personal 


Leave 


To Leave Bank From Member  


(CY Employees) 


LB2 Leave Bank Contributed – Admin Leave To Leave Bank From School For Each 


Member 


LBD Leave Bank Donated – Sick Leave To Leave Bank From Donor     


LBR Leave Bank Returned  To Leave Bank From Recipient 


     


Leave Pay Codes for LVVW to View Leave 


Pay Code Description 


 


BLZ   Leave Bank 


B1Z Leave Bank/FMLA - Family Medical 


B2Z Leave Bank/FMLA - Self Medical 
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Edits 


LVB001 - Employee Ineligible for Leave Bank Membership.                    


LVB002 - Leave Bank Hours Allocated Exceed * Hours For The Leave Year.     


LVB003 - Warning: Total Leave Bank Allocated Hours Exceed * Hours.         


LVB004 - Insufficient Leave Bank Balance For * Hour Allocation.            


LVB007 - Emergency Type Must Be 'F' Or 'M'.                                


LVB008 - Employee Leave Donations Greater Than * For The Year.           


LVB009 - Warning: Leave Bank Balance Is Below * Hours.                     


LVB010 - Dates Or Pay Period Must Be For A Future Pay Period.              


LVB011 - Pending Leave Bank Record Exists On *.                            


LVB012 - Employee Is Not A Recipient Of The Leave Bank Program.            


LVB013 - Warning: Leave Share Hours Must Be Used Prior To Leave Bank Hours. 


LVB014 - Employee Does Not Have An Open Occurrence For Leave Bank.         


LVB015 - Leave Bank Hours May Only Be Entered In 15 Minute Increments.     


LVB016 - Leave Bank Record Cancelled.                                      


LVB017 - Warning: Creation of This Member Record Will Close Existing Open Record. 


LVB018 - Leave Bank Donations Exceed Remaining Work Hours In The Leave Year. 


LVB019 - OTA Invalid - Leave Bank Pay Code Invalid for Effective Pay Period. 


LVB020 - Leave Cannot Be Returned When A Leave Bank Occurrence Is Still Open. 


LVB021 - Cannot Delete Leave Bank * Processed Through Pay Calculate.       


LVB022 - Pay Calculate Has Been Processed.  Record Must Be Cancelled.      


LVB023 - Leave Bank ID And Description Are Required.                       


LVB024 - No Employee Found With This Employee Common Identifier.           


LVB025 - Leave Bank Record(S) Shut Down, Employee Is No Longer Eligible.     


LVB026 - Pay Code * Is Invalid for Leave Bank Adjustment.                    


LVB028 - Cannot Cancel A Closed Leave Bank Occurrence.                       


LVB030 - Only One Leave Bank Adjustment May Be Selected At A Time.           


LVB032 - Leave Bank Member Record Shut Down-Insufficient Leave for Contribution.  


LVB033 - Allocations May Only Be Added To Open Leave Bank Emergencies.       


LVB034 - Action Code 'R' - Reopen Allowed For Leave Bank Membership/Emergencies.   


LVB035 - Warning: Emergency Record Will Be Cancelled/Deleted Also.           


LVB036 - Donor's Donation Record Must Be Changed/Cancelled/Deleted.          


LVB037 - The Leave Bank Adjustment Record Was Not Processed.                 


LVB038 - Allocation Records Must Be Cancelled/Deleted Prior To Emergency Record.   


LVB039 - Employee Reassigned/Transferred-Eligible for Membership In New Lv Bank.  


LVB040 - Leave Bank Record Reopened.                                         


LVB041 - Leave Bank Record(S) Shut Down Due To Employee Separation Or Death.  


LVB042 - Leave Bank Record(S) Shut Down Due To Reassignment/Transfer.        


LVB043 - Employee Is In Inactive Status.                                     


LVB044 - Contribution Record Must Be Cancelled Prior To Cancelling Membership. 


LVB045 - Leave Type Donated Not Valid.                                       


LVB046 - Leave Bank Donor Has Insufficient Leave Balance For Donation.       


LVB047 - Recipient Has No Leave Bank Member Record.                          


LVB048 - Adjustment Will Cause Bank Balance to Be Equal To or Less Than Zero.   


LVB049 - Leave Bank Identifier Not Valid For This Eligibility Table.         


LVB050 - Effective Date Cannot Be Prior To Identifier Effective Date.        
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LVB051 - Member Is Also A Recipient With An Open Emergency.                  


LVB052 - Open Member Record For Current Leave Year Exists.                   


LVB053 - Not Processed - Leave Bank Pay Code Invalid for Eff Pp.             


LVB054 - Not Processed - Leave Bank Emergency Is Open.                       


LVB055 - Return Was Cancelled Because The Emergency Balance Changed.         


LVB056 - Eff PP Entered Is Less Than The Emergency Begin Date.               


LVB057 - Warning: Previous Contribution Will Be Cancelled - Open Emergency.  


LVB058 - Only View Function Allowed.                                         


LVB060 - Warning: Emergency Dt Change Caused Occ # To Change. Ck T&As.       


LVB061 - Contribution Was Cancelled Due To Retroactive Emergency *.           


LVB062 - Member Begin Date Cannot Be In The Annual Contribution Pay Period.   


LVB064 - Member Begin Dt/Donor Eff Pp Cannot Be Prior To Leave Bank Eff Dt.   


LVB065 - Member Begin Date Must Be After Previous Begin Dt/Contribution.     


LVB066 - Leave Bank Hours Used * Exceed * Maximum On Table.                  


LVB067 - Contribution Pay Period Is Not On The Table.                        


LVB068 - Contribution Was Reopened. Retro Emergency * Was Deleted/Cancelled.   


LVB069 - Pay Calculate Has Not Been Processed. Record Must Be Deleted.       


LVB070 - Member Record Shut Down - Contribution Pay Period Not On Table. 


LVB071 - Warning: Members/Recipients Require Selection Of Active/Inactive.   


LVB072 - Employee Is Not In The Selected Bureau For The Leave Bank.          


LVB073 - Action Code '*' Is Invalid.                                         


LVB074 - Bur, Bus, And Org Duplicate With Leave Bank *                       


LVB075 - Employee Ineligible To Donate To Leave Bank *                       


LVB076 - Contribution Cancelled-Insufficient Personal Lv For Contribution.   


LVB077 - Leave Bank Member Record Opened For New Leave Bank.                 


LVB078 - Employee Was Set Up As A New Member Of The Leave Bank.              


DTE014 - Date Is Prior To Employee Recomp History Or Recomp Begin Date. 


DTE015 - Leave Year Entered Is Invalid.                                 


LVE061 - Leave Bank Transaction Not Processed.  Please Review.             


ONL129 - Employee's Appointment Expires *. 
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 Members 


3 Types of Members: 


Member 


Type 


 


Personal Contribution Taken 


 


Command 


New 


Member 


Personal Leave Contribution will be taken the pay 


period after member is initiated  


 


LBIN – Initiate Leave Bank 


Open 


Season 


Personal Leave Contribution will be taken the pay 


period on the Leave Bank ID table.  Admin Leave 


will be contributed to the bank for every employee 


 


LBIN – Initiate Leave Bank 


 


Transfer Member started outside of open season will not 


have Personal Leave Contribution taken until the 


pay period on the Leave Bank ID table 


 


LBIN – Initiate Leave Bank 


 


 


Membership:  Every CY/CE employee in BUS Code 1012 will automatically have their 


Membership Record created at the beginning of a contract for the year as of August 1 forward.  


The record will remain open until it is ended.  The record will be automatically shut down upon 


the employee’s separation, retirement, death, or if they do not return as of a year from the 


Member Begin Date. 


 


Personal Leave Contribution:  Two hours of personal leave will be taken for CY employees 


every year for membership and contributed to their bank the pay period after their membership is 


started.  It will be taken every year as of July 1 through June 30, based on their Contract Begin 


Date.   


 


CE employees do not have personal leave and will not have any contribution taken for any other 


type of leave.   


 


Administrative Leave Contribution:  Two hours of administrative leave will be contributed to the 


bank for every employee the pay period after their membership starts.  It will be contributed 


every year as of August 1 through June 30, based on their Contract Begin Date. 


 


Leave Category = 0 or Work Schedule I/J (Intermittent) are not eligible for membership in the 


Leave Bank.   
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Member Screen  


The screen is the same in the Initiate Leave Bank command and the Change Leave Bank 


Command.   
 


 


 


Member Type - Required field.  New Member, Open Season, or Transfer options are based on 


when the personal leave contribution should be taken for CY employees.  CE employees will not 


have any contribution and may be set up as a New Member or Open Season Member. 


 


Member Begin Date - Required field.  The effective date of the Membership. 


 


Member End Date - Optional field.  The end date of the Membership. 


 


Personal Leave Contribution - Automatically populated for CY employees.   


This field will not display for CE employees. 


 


Administrative Leave Contribution – Automatically populated/protected.  The number of hours 


contributed to the bank for the employee over their entire membership. 


 


Leave Hours Contributed – YTD – Automatically populated/protected.  The personal leave hours 


a CY employee has contribution for the year. 
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Leave Hours Contributed – Lifetime – Automatically populated/protected.   


The personal leave hours a CY employee has contribution for their entire membership.   


This field will be blank for CE employees. 


 


Personal Leave Balance – Automatically populated/protected.  The personal leave hours a CY 


employee has in their available balance.  This field will not display for CE employees. 


 


Pay Period – Automatically populated/protected.  The pay period the personal leave will be taken 


from the CY employee. 
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 Recipients 


An emergency may be initiated on a recipient through LBIN – Leave Bank Initiate Command. 


 


A recipient must be a Leave Bank member to have hours allocated for an emergency.   


 


A personal leave contribution will still be taken from a recipient with an open emergency if there 


is a balance available.  The emergency record will not be shut down if there is not enough 


personal leave for a contribution. 


 


Occurrences:  A medical emergency (self) or a family emergency may be initiated for a recipient.   


Two occurrences of each may be open at one time. 


 


Leave Conversion:  All annual leave or restored annual leave (if any from a previous 


appointment), sick leave, and personal leave must be used prior to using Leave Bank hours.  


Leave Bank pay codes will process the leave conversion.   Note:  Compensatory Time Earned 


and Credit Hours Earned are considered ‘earned’ leave not ‘accrued’ and are not included in the 


leave conversion. 


 


Special Accruals:  There will not be 40 hours of special accruals for sick leave for each 


emergency.  Note:  Employees do not have annual leave so special accruals for annual leave are 


not applicable. 


 


Returns:  All hours not used by the recipient for an emergency will be returned to the Leave 


Bank 4 pay periods from the processing pay period the Emergency End Date was input.   


 


Automatic Shut Down:  Open Member records and Recipient Emergency records will shut down 


automatically upon separation, death, transfer/reassignment outside the agency, Leave Category 


= 0, or Work Schedule = I/J.  Records will also be shut down if the employee has not returned on 


a new contract as of 1 year from the Emergency Begin Date. 


 


Pay codes may be updated through OTAs outside of recomp (26 pay periods back) by the Payroll 


Operations Division (POD). 
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Initiate Leave Bank Recipient Screen  


Displays Member information and information on all emergencies combined.   


 


 


 


Member Begin Date – Automatically populated/protected.  The begin date of their membership. 


 


Emergency Begin Date – Required Field.  The date the emergency began.  The beginning of the 


pay period should be used. 


 


Effective Pay Period – Required Field.  Will automatically populate based on the Emergency 


Begin Date entered. 


 


Estimated Emergency End Date – Optional Field.  The estimated date the emergency will end.  


This date will not shut down any records. 


 


Emergency Type – Required Field.  The type of emergency:  Family or Medical (Self).   


Note:  The Veteran option is not allowed for Leave Bank. 


 


Leave hours Allocated – Required Field.  The number of hours given to the recipient from the 


Leave Bank to use for an emergency. 


 


Year To Date Hours or Total Hours  


Leave Hours Contributed - Automatically populated/protected.  These are the personal leave 


hours contributed to the bank for the CY member for the year (Year to Date (YTD))/total number 


of hours. 
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Leave Hours Allocated – Automatically populated/protected.  These are the Leave Bank hours 


given to the member/recipient to use for all other emergencies YTD or the total number of hours. 


 


Leave Hours Donated – Automatically populated/protected.  These are the sick leave hours 


donated by the member to the bank YTD or total number of hours. 


 


Leave Hours Used – Automatically populated/protected.  These are the Leave Bank hours used 


by the member for any other emergencies combined. 


 


 


Change Leave Bank Emergency Screen 


Displays information specific to one emergency only that was input through the LBIN command. 


 


 


 


The Emergency Begin Date, Emergency Type, and Leave hours Allocated are required input 


fields.  The Emergency End Date and Estimated Emergency End Date are optional fields.   


 


The Leave Hours Allocated, Used, and Returned by PP, YTD, and Total are automatically 


populated. 
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Leave Hours Used – Leave Bank hours used for this emergency. 


 


Leave Hours Returned – Leave Bank hours the member did not use for this emergency and were 


returned to the Leave Bank. 


 


Leave Bank Donors 


 


Donor Type of Donations Command 


 


Member Donor Voluntary sick leave donations from a 


Leave Bank Member to the Leave Bank.   


 


Note:  Donations do not include the 


Personal Leave Contributions made each 


year to initiate or maintain membership. 


LBIN – Initiate Leave Bank 


 


 


 


 


A donor must be a member to donate and can only donate to their bank. 


 


A donor may only donate sick leave to the Leave Bank.   


 


Total donations may not exceed 120 hours for the year. 


 


Donated Leave must be in no less than 15 minute increments. 


 


Donor Screen  
The Donor screen is the same for the Initiate Leave Bank Command and the Change Leave Bank 


Command.   
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Leave Bank – Automatically populated with the member’s bank and protected. 


 


Effective Pay Period – Required field.  Pay Period for the donation to be processed.   


 


Leave Type Donated – Automatically populated with sick leave and protected.   


Sick leave is the only type of leave allowed for donation to the bank. 


 


Leave Hours Donated - Required field.  The hours the member would like to donate to the bank. 


 


Leave Hours Donated – YTD – Automatically populated/protected.  The hours the member has 


donated to the bank for the year. 


 


Leave Hours Donated – Lifetime – Automatically populated/protected.  The hours the member 


has donated to the bank for their entire membership. 


 


Sick Leave Balance – Automatically populated/protected.  The member’s current sick leave 


balance minus the donation. 


 


 


LBCG – Change Leave Bank Command 
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Change Leave Bank List Screen  
This screen lists all the members, recipients, and donors initiated through the Initiate Leave Bank 


Command and the ones automatically created by the system. 


 


 


 


The display may be filtered by a date range; by members, recipients, or donors; and by active or 


inactive employees.  Note:  Donors are not considered active or inactive because each donation is 


a separate one time transaction with no begin or end date. 


 


The EMP TYP is for the Employee Type.  ‘M’ displays for Members, ‘R’ displays for 


Recipients, and ‘D’ displays for Donors.  There is only one line per employee displayed and will 


display all Employee Types that are applicable. 


 


Daily Count:  Members – This is the number of active members. 


 


Active Recipients – This is the number of recipients with open emergencies. 
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Selection Screen  
This screen displays all records for the employee selected on the Change Leave Bank List Screen 


above.  The records are the same as the screens displayed in LBIN with the exception of the 


emergency/allocation records which have an example with LBIN screens. 


 


 


 


Leave Bank Type – This is the type of record 


 


Begin Date – This is the effective date of the record 


 


End Date – This is the end date of the record.   If there is not one, the record is open or does not 


have Begin/End dates. 


 


Effective Pay Period – This the effective pay period of the record. 


 


Processing Pay Period – This is the pay period the record was processed in. 


 


Return Pay Period – This is the pay period for the remaining balance of unused emergency hours 


for recipients. 
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Emergency Type/Occurrence – This is for recipient Family or Medical emergencies, occurrence 


1 or 2. 


 


Cancel Date – This is the date for cancelled records. 
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Records 


Leave Bank 


Record Type 


Purpose 


 


 


Membership Record Created when a membership is first initiated through the Initiate Leave 


Bank Command (LBIN) or automatically created by the system based on 


a Nature of Action Change (NOAC) 171 or 571 starting employees on a 


new contract that allows personal or sick leave. 


 


Contribution Record Created for each Personal Leave Contribution taken from the member and 


displays under the Membership record.  This includes the initial record if 


it is outside open season and every year the employee is a member. 


CY Employees only 


 


Emergency Record Created when an emergency is initiated on a member, changing them to a 


recipient through the Initiate Leave Bank Command. 


 


Allocation Record Created for every emergency for the Leave Bank original allocation of 


hours to the recipient for the emergency.   


 


Additional allocations may be created to add more hours from the bank.  


All allocation records display under the Emergency record it was created 


for. 


 


Donation Record Created for every voluntary sick leave donation to the Leave Bank 


through the Initiate Leave Bank command 


 


Message Record Created by the system on the above records for automatic shut down, 


reopen, cancellation, change in employee status to inactive, for a donation 


that is not processed due to insufficient leave, or a recipient’s hours that 


exceed the agency’s yearly maximum hours on the Leave Bank ID table. 


 


All Records All records display current to oldest with the exception of the Allocation 


records which display oldest to current, keeping the original allocation 


from the Leave Bank as the first record under the Emergency record. 
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Functionality - The Selection screen allows for Change, Delete, Cancel, View, Add Allocation, 


and Reopen functions. 


Function Records 


 


Change Membership, Emergency, Allocation, and Donation records may be changed. 


Message records may not be changed. 


 


Delete All records that have not processed through pay calculate with the exception 


of Message records may be deleted.   


 


Contribution records must be deleted prior to deleting the Membership 


record.   


 


Allocation records must be deleted prior to cancelling the Emergency record.  


All additional allocation records must be deleted prior to deleting the original 


allocation from the Leave Bank.  If the original allocation is deleted, the 


Emergency record will automatically be deleted. 


 


Cancel This function is to allow records that have been created in error and have 


been processed through pay calculate to be cancelled. 


 


All records that have processed through pay calculate with the exception of 


Message records may be cancelled.   


 


Contribution records must be cancelled prior to cancelling the Membership 


record.   


 


Allocation records must be cancelled prior to cancelling the Emergency 


record.  All additional allocation records must be cancelled prior to 


cancelling the original allocation from the Leave Bank.  If the original 


allocation is cancelled, the Emergency record will automatically be cancelled. 


 


View All records may be viewed.  Message records may only be viewed. 


 


Add Allocations The Emergency record is where additional allocation of hours for the 


recipient must be added to. 


 


Reopen Closed Membership and Emergency records are the only records that the 


reopen function may be used for. 


 


 Membership Records 


Closed Membership records shut down for insufficient personal leave for the 


contribution may be reopened when the member has had a correction done to 


add sufficient leave in the contribution pay period.  This process will trigger 


recomp to take the contribution and reopen the record.  The system will also 


do this automatically.   
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Membership records may not be closed by the user manually since all valid 


employees must be members. 


 


No reopen may be done on a closed Membership record if another 


Membership record is currently open. 


 


 Emergency Records 


Closed Emergency records that have already had the remaining balance 


returned 4 pay periods after the Emergency End Date was input may be 


reopened to trigger recomp and have the returns given back to the recipient. 


Additional allocation of hours may be done through the Add Allocations 


function described above.   


 


For closed Emergency records that have not processed the returns, the 


Change function may be used to remove the Emergency End Date.  This will 


not trigger any recomp transactions. 


 


No reopen may be done on a closed Emergency if the recipient already has 2 


open emergencies for the same emergency type (medical or family). 
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 PDVW/LVVW Commands 


View Leave Bank Member Leave Screen  
Displays Membership information by pay period, leave year to date, lifetime with the agency, 


their personal leave balance for CY employees, and the pay period the last contribution was 


taken.  This is the same screen as in commands LBIN/LBCG and is for view only.  


 


 


View Annual Leave Screen  
Displays a Leave Bank Indicator if the employee has any Leave Bank member, recipient, or 


donor information (even though these employees do not have annual leave).  


 


The Leave Bank Indicator displays a ‘Y’ any time an employee is an active member or donor to 


a Leave Bank. 
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View Leave Bank Recipient Screen  
The recipient screen will display a separate screen for each emergency. 


This is the same screen as in the LBCG command for view only. 
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View Sick Leave – Leave Bank Screen  
The second screen displays the Leave Bank hours donated by a member.   


 


Note:  There will be no hours transferred because there are no special sick leave accruals being 


done. 


 


This screen does not display if there is no leave bank data. 
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View Annual Leave Screen  
The recipient will display a ‘Y’ for the Leave Bank Indicator and the Recipient Indicator when 


there is an open emergency.   


 


When all emergencies are closed the Leave Bank Indicator will display as ‘Y’ only, the 


Recipient Indicator will be blank. 
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View Personal Leave Screen   
The Leave Bank hours contributed by a member will display by school year. 
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Leave Bank Family Leave Medical Leave Act (FMLA) for a Medical or Family Emergency 


Screen:  Displays Leave Bank hours FMLA hours used by pay period and leave year to date. 


 
  03/09/13            ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **            PG401MM4 


  19:16:05                * VIEW FMLA FOR ADOPT - USED *                PG401S5  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


   DOE, JIMMIE                                          IN06 DD D32N01      


  EFF PP: 1305    LAST PROCESSED PP: 1305        EMP STATUS: A LEAVE CATEGORY: 8 


  ****************************************************************************** 


  REVIEW DATA AND PRESS ENTER.                                                   


                                                                                 


                            USED       USED                                      


  DESCRIPTION               PP         YTD                                       


  LWOP FMLA ADOPT     :                 8.00                                     


  LV BK F1 FMLA ADOPT :                24.00   


                                   


                                                                                 


  TOTAL USED          :                32.00                                     


 Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 


 NEXT              ESC   MAIN        FMLA                    BACK        EXIT    


 


 LEVW/Employee Express Leave and Earnings Statement (LES) 


These codes will display in LEVW and on the LES 


LEVW  


Code 


 


Employee Express  


Code 


 


Definition 


BKPLCN LvBk Member Contribution Leave Bank Personal Leave Contribution from Member 


 


LVBNKM LvBk–Medical Leave Bank Medical Emergency Hours for Recipient 


 


LVBNKF LvBk–Family Leave Bank Family Emergency Hours for Recipient 


 


BKSKDN LvBk Donation Leave Bank Sick Leave Donation from Member to Bank 


 


 


 


LEVW Screen 


Displays the codes above 


CY employees’ balance for personal leave should reflect 2 hours deducted from the Balance 


Available 


 
  03/09/13           ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **             PD830M2  


  18:30:49           * VIEW LEAVE AND EARNINGS STATEMENT *              PD830N1  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


  DOE, JANE                                            IN06  D33N19        


  PROCESSING PAY PERIOD: 201226                              PAGE:    5          


  ****************************************************************************** 


  LEAVE CAT LVYR  BEGIN   ACCRD              USD                      BAL        


  TYPE  (8) C/O  PP BAL  PP       YTD       PP       YTD      ADV     AVAIL      


  ============================================================================== 


  PERSNL           20.00    1.00    3.00                        17.00   20.00    


  LVBNKM          100.00          100.00                               100.00  
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 TLVW 


TLVW Codes 


These are the codes that should be coded for each of the pay codes used on the T&A. 


 


Pay Codes  


 


TLVW Codes 


LF1 or LF2 LBANK-FAM-USED 


LM1 or LM2 LBANK-MED-USED 


LBF or LBG LBANK-FMLA-FAM 


LBS or LBH LBANK-FMLA-MED 


LBL or LBM LBANK-FMLA-ADOPT 


LBN or LBO LBANK-FMLA-BIRTH 


IB1 or IB2 LBANK-FMLA-MIL 


 


 
  03/23/13            ** FEDERAL PERSONNEL/PAYROLL SYSTEM **            PG402M4  


  14:31:32                    * T&A/LEAVE SUMMARY *                     PG402P4  


  COMMAND: ____ <=======================================================<<<<<<<< 


  DOE, JANE                                               LEAVE CATEGORY: 8 


  EFF PP: 1301    LAST PROCESSED PP: 1301                                        


  ****************************************************************************** 


  LEAVE BALANCES:                                                                


     


                   ERND      USED      ERND      USED     CURRNT     PRIOR       


  DESCRIPTION        PP       PP        YTD       YTD     BALNCE     YR BAL      


  ANNUAL           0:00      0:00      0:00      0:00       43:30      43:30     


  SICK             0:00      0:00       3:0      0:00        3:00       0:00     


                                                                                 


  ANNUAL EXCESS :      0:00                                                      


  SICK EXCESS   :      0:00                                                      


  USE OR LOSE   :      0:00                                                      


          


                                                                        


  LEAVE BALANCES:          


                                                       


                     ERND      USED      ERND      USED      CURRNT    PRIOR   


  DESCRIPTION           PP        PP       YTD       YTD       BALNCE    YR BAL  


  LBANK FAM USED:      0:00      0:00    100:00      0:00       100:00     0:00  


  PERSONAL (PL) :      1:00      0:00      4:00      0:00        20:00           


  SCHL VCTN LV  :                0:00                0:00       102:00           


                                                                                 


  SEE LVVW FOR MORE DETAILED LEAVE INFORMATION                                   


                                                                                 


 Enter-PF1---PF2---PF3---PF4---PF5---PF6---PF7---PF8---PF9---PF10--PF11--PF12--- 


 NEXT              ESC   MAIN                                BACK        EXIT    
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 LBVW - View Leave Bank Hours Command 


View Leave Bank Hours Screen 


Displays all the different types of hours being added or subtracted from the Leave Bank balance. 


 


 


 


Year to Date Totals – Displays hours added or subtracted from the Leave Bank balance by pay 


period.  Note:  These are Leave Year to Date Totals because the programming was too extensive 


to change to School Year to Date. 


 


Pending Totals – Displays the pending totals for the current pay period that have not processed 


through pay calculate. 


 


An LBVW key displays on every screen in the following commands for a quick view of these 


screens without having to leave the main commands and returns to the original screen: 


 


LBIN – Initiate Leave Bank Command 


LBCG – Change Leave Bank Command 


LBIA - Initiate Leave Bank Adjustment Command 


LBCA – Change Leave Bank Adjustment Command  
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View Leave Bank Members/Recipients Screen 


Displays number of members, recipients, and emergencies by pay period and leave year to date. 


Displays the number of active and inactive of each. 
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View Leave Bank Donors Screen 


Displays the number of donors by pay period/leave year to date for Leave Bank members.   


Note:  BIA does not allow non-members or non-FPPS donors to donate to the bank. 


 


Displays the amount of donations for each type of donor. 
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 LBIA/LBCA – Initiate/Change Leave Bank Adjustments  


Allows adjustments on the Leave Bank balance within and outside of recomp. 


Note:  Adjustments should be made to the members’ records if possible. 


 


Initiate Leave Bank Screen 


 


 


 


Pay Codes to adjust bank balance manually: 


LBA Leave Bank Hours Allocated:  These are hours given from the bank to a recipient to use 


for an emergency. 


 


LBC Leave Bank Contributed:  Personal Leave hours contributed from CY employees to the 


bank once a year to start or maintain membership. 


 


LBD Leave Bank Donated:  Sick Leave hours donated to the bank. 


 


LBR Leave Bank Returned:  Unused hours by the recipient returned to the bank. 
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LB2 Leave Bank Contributed:  Administrative Leave:  These are hours given to the bank for 


every employee in active membership at the beginning of their membership or after August 1 


every year. 
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Pop-Up Window to contact POD if adjustment needs an OTA to be done for a member, 


recipient, or donor. 
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Change Leave Bank Adjustment Screen 


Displays the adjustment pay code, the effective pay period, and the processing pay period.   


Allows adjustments to be changed, deleted, or viewed. 
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View Leave Bank Adjustment 


Displays the adjustment initiated through the Initiate Leave Bank Adjustment Command. 
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Leave Banks - 84 (One for each school) 
ORG - CD SCHOOL NAME LEAVE BANK CODE 


   


D00B01 OK/KS EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI01 


D00P01 WA/OR EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI02 


D01A01 CHEYENNE RIVER EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI03 


D01A12 CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE SCHOOL BI04 


D01A15 TIOSPAYE TOPA SCHOOL BI05 


D01B02 RIVERSIDE INDIAN SCHOOL BI06 


D02P02 CHEMAWA INDIAN SCHOOL BI07 


D06A01 PINE RIDGE EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI08 


D06A16 PINE RIDGE SCHOOL BI09 


D07A01 ROSEBUD EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI10 


D10A01 STANDING ROCK EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI11 


D11A01 TURTLE MOUNTAIN EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI12 


D11A02 DUNSEITH DAY SCHOOL BI13 


D11A08 OJIBWA INDIAN SCHOOL BI14 


D11A09 TURTLE MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BI15 


D11A10 TURTLE MOUNTAIN MIDDLE SCHOOL BI16 


D14A01 CROW CREEK/LOWER BRULE EDC LINE OFC BI17 


D20M01 NEW MEXICO SOUTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI18 


D20M02 SKY CITY COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI19 


D20M04 ISLETA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BI20 


D20M05 JEMEZ DAY SCHOOL BI21 


D20M12 SAN FELIPE PUEBLO ELEMENTARY BI22 


D20M22 T'SIYA (ZIA)ELEMENTARY & MIDDLE SCH BI23 


D25M01 NEW MEXICO NORTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI24 


D25M13 SAN ILDEFONSO DAY SCHOOL BI25 


D25M16 SANTA CLARA DAY SCHOOL BI26 


D25M19 TAOS DAY SCHOOL BI27 


D31N01 NEW MEXICO NAVAJO SOUTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI28 


D31N02 BACA/DLO'AY AZHI COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI29 


D31N04 BREAD SPRINGS DAY SCHOOL BI30 


D31N05 CHI-CHIL-TAH/JONES RANCH COM SCHOOL BI31 


D31N11 TO'HAALI' COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI32 


D31N20 WINGATE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BI33 


D31N21 WINGATE HIGH SCHOOL BI34 


D32N01 NEW MEXICO NAVAJO NORTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI35 


D32N02 ANETH COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI36 


D32N04 BECLABITO DAY SCHOOL BI37 


D32N05 COVE DAY SCHOOL BI38 


D32N06 NENAHNEZAD BOARDING SCHOOL BI39 


D32N07 RED ROCK DAY SCHOOL BI40 


D32N09 SANOSTEE DAY SCHOOL BI41 


D32N10 T'IIS NAZBAS COMMUNITY SCH (TEECNOS BI42 


D32N11 TOHAALI' COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI43 


D33N01 ARIZONA NAVAJO NORTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI44 


D33N04 DENNEHOTSO BOARDING SCHOOL BI45 


D33N07 KAIBETO BOARDING SCHOOL BI46 


D33N08 KAYENTA COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI47 


D33N13 TONALEA DAY SCHOOL (RED LAKE) BI48 


D33N15 ROCKY RIDGE BOARDING SCHOOL BI49 


D33N19 TUBA CITY BOARDING SCHOOL BI50 
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ORG - CD SCHOOL NAME LEAVE BANK CODE 


   


D34N01 NEW MEXICO NAVAJO CENTRAL EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI51 


D34N04 BREAD SPRINGS DAY SCHOOL BI52 


D34N10 LAKE VALLEY NAVAJO SCHOOL BI53 


D34N12 MARIANO LAKE COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI54 


D34N13 OJO ENCINO DAY SCHOOL BI55 


D34N15 PUEBLO PINTADO COMMUNITY SCHOOL BI56 


D34N16 TSE'II'AHI(STANDING ROCK)COMMUNITY BI57 


D34N23 T'IISTS'OOZI'BI'OLTA(CROWNPOINT) BI58 


D34N90 ADD NAVAJO, SPECIAL EDUC RELATED SERVICES BI59 


D35N01 ARIZONA NAVAJO CENTRAL EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI60 


D35N04 COTTONWOOD DAY SCHOOL BI61 


D35N06 JEEHDEEZ'A ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BI62 


D35N21 MANY FARMS HIGH SCHOOL BI63 


D36N01 ARIZONA NAVAJO SOUTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI64 


D36N05 CRYSTAL BOARDING SCHOOL BI65 


D36N18 PINE SPRINGS BOARDING SCHOOL BI66 


D36N19 SEBA DALKAI BOARDING SCHOOL BI67 


D50C01 MT/ID/WY EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI68 


D50F01 MN/MI/WI/IA EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI69 


D50J01 CA/NV EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI70 


D50S01 SOUTH/EASTERN STATES EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI71 


D51C03 BLACKFEET DORMITORY BI72 


D52H12 JOHN F. KENNEDY DAY SCHOOL BI73 


D54H01 ARIZONA SOUTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI74 


D54H11 SANTA ROSA RANCH SCHOOL BI75 


D54H21 SANTA ROSA BOARDING SCHOOL BI76 


D54H22 SAN SIMON SCHOOL BI77 


D54H25 TOHONO O'ODHAM HIGH SCHOOL BI78 


D60J02 SHERMAN INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL BI79 


D65H01 ARIZONA NORTH EDUCATION LINE OFFICE BI80 


D65H11 POLACCA DAY SCHOOL BI81 


D65H21 KEAMS CANYON BOARDING SCHOOL BI82 


D65H23 HAVASUPAI ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BI83 


D70F02 FLANDREAU INDIAN SCHOOL BI84 
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Eligibility 


Contract Type Work Schedule Leave Bank 


Eligibility 


CY Employees   


B G Y 


C Q Y 


G G/Q Y 


M G Y 


N Q Y 


Q F Y 


   


D I/J N 


E ALL N 


F ALL N 


H F/G N 


J P/Q N 


K J N 


P J N 


Q P N 


   


CE Employees   


A F Y 


C P Y 


G F/P Y 


   


D I/J N 


E ALL N 


F ALL N 


Q F/P N 
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Application/Request to Donate Sick Leave to the Sick Leave Bank Program 


I request to donate sick leave to the sick leave bank for my worksite, as identified below. As of the date indicated below, I 
have sufficient leave to cover this donation. The donated leave is not more than 120 hours and I will not exceed that amount 
during the term of my current employment contract with the Bureau of Indian Education. 


I understand that my decision to donate leave, if approved, is irrevocable. I certify that I have not been directly or indirectly 
intimidated, threatened or coerced, or promised any benefit by any employee for the purpose of donating or using leave. 


 Privacy Act Statement:  Participation in this program is voluntary. The information collected on this form will be used to administer pay and leave provisions pursuant to, 
the 62 BIAM 11 and collective bargaining agreements, as applicable. Your information may be disclosed as follows: in relevant legal proceedings, to law enforcement, if 
requested; to entities under contract with the Department or Bureau to perform audits; to labor organizations as required by law; and to the EEOC, MSPB, OWCP, Office of 
Special Counsel or Government Accounting Office. Furnishing the social security number and date of birth is voluntary; however, failure to disclose that information may delay 
or prevent action on this application. 


TO BE COMPLETED BY LEAVE DONOR 
Name (Last, First, Middle Initial) 
 
 
 


Social Security number  (last 4 digits) 


Position Title and Grade/Pay level 
 
 
 
 


Are you a bargaining unit employee and 
employed through an employment 
contract? 
 
Yes                                        No 


Work telephone number 


Name of Organization (Education Line office or Region, and school or worksite name) 
 
 
Amount of Sick Leave to be donated 
 
 


Work e-mail address 
 


Signature (I certify that I have read and understand the above statements and that this 
donation is voluntary and not coerced.) 
 
 
 


Date 


COMMITTEE USE ONLY 
 
 
Approved 
 


Date 
 


Disapproved Date Date received: 


Date donor informed of decision: 
 
 
 


Number of Hours transferred to sick leave bank 
 
 
HR Liaison initials 


Reason for denial: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Committee Members signatures: 
 
 
 


Date: 


 
 
 


Date: 


 
 
 
 


Date: 
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